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Field and stream 1871 gun safe reviews

Home Safe Savers supports readers. When you shop through links on our site, we may receive an affiliate commission. If you're looking for a gun vault brand that offers security and design, then Fire and Stream might be the best option. Most gun owners choose Fire and Stream as an excellent gun safe
that provides an excellent balance of value and quality. That's why it's essential to buy the right gun safe that matches your budget without sacrificing your needs. From there, trust and trust accumulate, and the first step to doing this is to recognize who makes field vaults and Stream Gun Safes. In this
article we will talk about who produces Field and Stream Gun Safes, the features and convenience they bring to customers. We will also share with you a list of Fire and Stream Gun Safe product lines. Hopefully this article will increase your trust and confidence of the reputable fire and stream company.
Field and Stream Security Company, which produces Fire and Stream Gun Safe, is one of the largest manufacturers of outdoor sports goods, producing a huge range of vaults for weapons. They have expanded their product ranges to 15 different stores across the east side of the country. Field and
Stream also offers a range of outdoor products in your online store that you can browse freely and ask for help. More interestingly, the vaults for Field and Stream weapons are much more affordable than other manufacturers of security and security seal. They are the best option for items that store and
protect valuables and firearms. However, security technologies are not very advanced compared to other weapons. Today, Dick's Sporting Goods, which makes Fire and Stream Gun Safe safe, operates and owns product ranges. As a store that sells Field and Stream Gun Safes, they consistently provide
a high balance. Field and Stream offers a wide selection of weapons safes and outdoor equipment. In this section we will have the 3 best affordable gun safes that Field and Stream sell to the public. Field And Stream Sportsman 24 Gun Fire SafeThis Sportsman 24 gun safe is QAI verified to protect
against high heat after 30 minutes. It has a drilling-resistant door and five total locking screws. An athlete can store up to 10 16 and 24 long guns or shotguns. Features Sportsman Gun SafeCombination lock and customizable electronic locking system Two dead screws and three live screwsHard and
thick steel board walls Pry-resistant hard door Grey carpet interior safe Can hold up to 10 to 24 rifles and other long guns. Resistant to drilling for a higher level of safety Heat and fireproof up to 30 minutesField And Stream Pro 54 Plus 8 Gun SafePro 54 weapon safe offers protection and organizes
various firearms inside the vault. It comes with an electronic lock that offers 10 locking options to keep guns away from intruders and children. With this Gun Safe Pro 54 you can store 36, 46 54 rifles, muzzles and long guns. In addition, you can eight small arms inside the shoulder vault. Features Field
and Stream 54Fires durable up to 1400 degrees Fahrenheit after 30 minutes Customizable electronic locking system Includes a backup key Internal door storage comes with hidden pockets Smooth and abrasive carpet interiorField And Stream Personal Gun SafeThis personal safe protects the gun and
personal belongings from accidents, prying eyes and fires. It also has four steel clamping screws with clamping. The safe is equipped with an electronic lock to secure your weapons and valuables. Features Field And Stream Personal Gun SafeStores and protects small, medium and large guns Lasts
1400 degrees heat for 30 minutes Improved electronic lock with backup key Comes with 8 inch steel lockable screw Fully carpeted pistols Rest adjustable storage shelf Before buying Fire and Stream Gun Safe we decided to give a complete guide as our reference point. It will help you narrow down the
search for the type of gun safe you are looking for and eventually buy into one. Think about how big a gun safe you should buy, because when you start collecting rifles and long guns, the size of the hand safe starts to come in. Consider the weapons storage safe you want to buy. Choose a safe with an
adjustable shelf and modular interior. A safe on an elevated floor is an advantage because it prevents your guns from banging on the gun vault. Check the higher rating of water safes and fire weapons. It is best to maintain proper care when figuring out which security suits your needs. Consider what is the
best weapon safe locking system for your safety. Reliable and affordable locking systems are ideal for most gun owners. Avoid rusty weapons inside the gun vault when the humid climate begins. During storage, you can choose to use a dehumidifier to protect your firearms from drying and rusting. It is
best to first identify the area in the house, so that your gun safe also played an important role in choosing a safe for the gun. Mounting your vault on a gun is the main factor to consider. Most gun owners want a basement because it's an area that's out of sight and out of the fire. Most gun owners consider
a gun to be a safe big investment, so Fire and Stream carefully designs and provides a high-quality weapon that is safe for the public. Your access to the weapons vault should be long-term and reliable. Because Fire and Stream offer value and quality, you can rest assured that they provide a cost-
effective product. Now that you know who makes Field and Stream Gun Safes, there's no reason to look anywhere else but their gun safes. Learn more about gun safes. When you're a gun hobby or owner, you know that a gun safe is the safest place to keep your guns. There are many good reasons to
buy a gun safe. In this we will provide you with detailed information about features, benefits and what to look for in the gun safe. A high-quality gun safe is an expensive piece of weapons storage. Weapons. will want to buy a safe that will be safe and will last for a long time. For 30 minutes at 1400°F and
with 5 locking screws, the Sportsman 10-Gun Fire Safe keeps your firearms and other valuables securely secured. In addition, it has an electronic lock and recessed doors resistant to curiosity. The Field &amp; Stream® Sportsman 16-Gun Fire Safe is fully carpeted and includes adjustable shelves. Gun
safe holds up to 16 long gunsFire Rated for 30 minutes at 1400° FElectronic lock with backup key5 total locking screws including 3 live actions and 2 dead screws1 steel screws are placed on each long side of the doorThe closed door is Resistant to curiosityThe fun handle leversExtered hingesExserved
anchor holes including four in the middle of the back and six at the bottom Included 2 anchor screwsFull interior graphite grey carpet on the body and door safe4 fully covered with carpet and adjustable shelvesAll length to the bottom shelf Setting notchesBarrel consists of holding up to sixteen long
weaponsETL verifiedIt is designed to protect electronic media such as thumb floppy disks, computer floppy disks, cassettes and tapes, audio or video cassettes, or photo negativesCalifornia DOJ approvedExteral dimensions: 55H x 24W x 20.28DWeight: 321 pounds. Manufacturer's Limited Lifetime
Warranty Label: Field &amp; Stream Country of Origin: Imported WARNING: This product may expose you to chemicals including Di(2-ethyl ethyl phthalate) (DEHP), which the State of California knows causes cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information visit
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.Web ID: 19FNSUFSPRTSMN16GUAASKU: 19949470 Field and Stream is one of the largest outdoor sports good shops in the country and offers a wide range of products from all different brands except Field &amp; Stream. Since their humble beginnings in 1871, they have
expanded their shops on the east side of the country and offer 15 different cities. In addition to its physical location, Field &amp; Stream has an even larger online store that offers a huge range of every outdoor product you might want. You may be surprised to see the cost of Field &amp; Stream vaults as
they are much more affordable than other products. Forte Field &amp; Stream is affordability and value, not security and security. Personally, I consider these safes to be a great option if the items you store are not of high value and if high safety and fire protection are not necessarily a high priority.
However, if you are looking for something that keeps your very expensive, sentimental items safe, I recommend considering some other great brands with a higher level of safety and security. Recommended reseller: Our recommended online retailer is GunSafes.com. They have one of the largest
selections on gun safes and other firearms accessories online. In addition, if you order a safe in front of them, you will receive FREE SHIPPING. Check out their selection. I'm sure they'll have you may need to. Field and Stream Reviews It is very important that you are completely thorough in examining
different types of safes and features from different manufacturers. Otherwise, you may end up buying a safe that wasn't quite right for you. To make it easier for you, I've narrowed it down to 6 specific categories of reviews I'm looking for in each vault, the first of which is the fire protection rating. Fire
protection plays a key role in the safety of your valuables and is often overlooked. It is possible to obtain stolen items from a thief, but not fire. I always recommend at least 60 minutes of fire protection in every situation. The Field &amp; Stream brand offers only 30 minutes of fire protection, so it's not such
a great idea to store expensive or irreplaceable items. Another thing to consider is the capacity and size of the safes. It is imperative that you choose a safe to grow into, not grow up in. A common mistake is to look at your current settings and buy a safe that is perfect for now and now later. Soon you'll
have a case of buyer remorse once you get the new weapon you wanted and find that you've already extracted the capacity of your vault. How safe must your safe be? Well, there's no such thing as too much security, especially when you can't put a price on your valuables and keepsakes. Field &amp;
Stream is a secure input level manufacturer, so their vaults tend to be on the low security side. I'd be tired of saving anything that's of extreme value. Something's better than nothing, isn't it? Wrong. Putting all the valuables in one convenient place is great for any thief and if you have a low security safe,
within minutes the intruder can gain access and be out of them faster than going through all the drawers and hiding places. The type of lock of your safe will help you determine how quickly you can access your safe in an emergency. The combined dial lock can take a while, especially compared to a fast
4-digit electronic keyboard. Depending on the model you choose, Field &amp; Stream offers key lock, combined dialing locks as well as an electronic keyboard lock, which I recommend. Although field &amp; stream safes are budget safe, they still offer aesthetically pleasing units and also feature some
nice interior features, especially in the Sportsman Pro series. More common than ever, full-fledged safes become a piece of furniture in the living room and playrooms, so it's important to have something that looks good. The guarantee is another important thing to look for in the vault. You will normally find
that I write about warranty information at the end of my reviews. In addition to the short-term guarantee covering things such as lock and finish, most manufacturers also provide some kind of lifetime guarantee. Sportsman Series athlete is a full-fledged vault from Field &amp; This is a great option if you
are looking for an affordable way to keep your valuables and weapons safe from intruders and reach from children. You will find that Field &amp; Stream models are a fraction of the price of other vaults of similar size; this makes it ideal for a budget of any size. The athlete comes in 3 different size options:
Athlete 10, which measures 55 x 19 x 15.25 is the smallest in the series and has about 10 weapons. The midsize model, Sportsman 16, has about 16 guns and measures 55 x 24 x 20.25. The largest of the series is Sportsman 24, this model has about 24 long guns and measures at 55 x 29 x 20.25. With
budget friendly prices like these, there is no reason to jump for the largest size they offer. This safe is ETL verified for 30 minutes of fire protection at 1400 ° F. I know it's 30 minutes below my 60 Minutes recommendation, but you really can't complain at this price. If you are thinking of a Sportsman series, I
highly recommend that you store it in a fireproof location such as a garage or basement. This is really the only way to combat lower fire resistance ratings. If you plan to store anything of high value, I recommend opting out of some of the other brands that offer a higher fire protection rating. The Sportsman
series includes a range of safety features that help prevent drilling and curiosity. The vault door is recessed and firmly ad sticks to the body using 1 steel screw that covers 2 of the 4 sides of the security door. A hardened plate behind the lock is also included to prevent the safe from drilling. These are
great security features that they have in the vault, but I would still give this vault a low security rating. As I said before, the main concern of Field &amp; Stream is affordability and value, not security and security. If you are looking for a safe to store valuables at high prices, I highly recommend looking at
other brands that offer higher security ratings. The Sportsman exterior comes in a matte black pebble finish with a logo and stripes right on the front of the door. The interior of the safe is a gray carpet and has adjustable shelves and oravas for added comfort and storage of weapons, accessories and
valuables. Field &amp; Stream has a limited lifetime repair or replacement warranty that covers your safe from damage caused by theft or fire to the original buyer. They also include a 5-year warranty to cover your safe from material and processing errors. Sportsman Pro Series Sportsman Pro is on top of
the line safe from Field &amp; Stream and yet is still a fraction of the price of other models of the entry level series. This series may not have as much safety and fire protection as some other vault brands, but that's why it's so affordable. The Sportsman Pro series includes 3 different models that vary in
size and capacity of weapons. Largest 3 has about 48 long guns and measures at 59 x 43 x 26 . The medium-sized Sportsman Pro can hold about 40 long guns and measures only slightly smaller than the largest model with 59 x 35.25 x 26.75. The smallest safe in the series will have 32 long guns and is
59 x 29.25 x 25.5. Now that we've been looking at Pro series models of different sizes, let's go on and look at the safety, fire and aesthetic features. Since Field &amp; Stream designs its vaults to be affordable for almost any budget, the fire protection rating on their vaults tends to be on the low side. The
fire protection assessment in the Sportsman Pro series is 30 minutes at 1400 ° F. I always recommend at least 60 minutes of fire protection in each scenario, so I would recommend putting safes somewhere like a garage or basement where it will be surrounded by cement and not wooden walls and
floors. The Pro has similar safety features to the standard Sportsman series, but includes several others. Included are recessed curiosity-resistant doors, which are locked with 7-1 1/2 steel screws and 3 dead screws that fully secure all four sides of the secure door to the body. It also features a hard,
drilling-resistant board behind an electronic 4-digit lock. For being such an affordable vault, Sportsman Pro includes a range of storage options. These options include fully adjustable shelves with carpets, long-range barrel oras and an integrated door panel that includes movable gun cases and several
pockets of different sizes for storing accessories. The exterior of the vault comes in a black matte pebble finish with the Field &amp; Stream logo and eagle graphics. The warranty included in the Pro Series vault includes limited lifetime repair or warranty replacement to protect your safe from damage
caused by theft or fire. They also include a 5-year warranty to cover your safe from material and processing errors. This warranty applies only to the original vault owner. Counted and everything in everything, Field &amp; Stream makes some great products that are actually a good balance between quality
and value. They seem to retain great customer feedback as opposed to other cost-effective safes. You will find very few full-fledged gun safes with a price tag so good. As I said before, I would very much design the Field &amp; Stream brand if you have a tight budget and are looking for an affordable way
to keep your firearms out of the reach of thieves and children. Since there are really only two different series of gun safes from Field &amp; Stream, your biggest decision will be capacity. When adding to a collection, select a size to grow to. The last thing you want is to grow out of it year by road. The
most popular best-selling vault from Field &amp; Stream is their Sportsman Pro 32 model. This is a great medium to large capacity safe that has all the features you would like including an affordable price tag. Since it's part of the Pro series, you'll see enhanced security features in the standard Sportsman



series, as well as a comfortable door panel that includes all types of weapons and accessories. If you are selling on the Field &amp; Stream brand, I would definitely be in the spring for this model, or maybe even jump on the larger Sportsman 48 model because there is little price difference. Difference.
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